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boats. Mile. Jolivet became separated from her companions
and eventually found a place in a boat. She did not see them
again. They died heroically, refusing to save themselves when
it might have been possible.
With such information in my mind and with scraps of
names and addresses scrawled on the back of an envelop, I was
reminded that newspapers at home were depending upon me
and further interviewing would be futile if the details could
not be transmitted to the United States. Moreover, I had
entirely forgotten that I was the representative of only one
American news agency and that possibly an army of competi-
tors were already firing their messages over the cable to Eng-
land for relay to New York. Press-association men pay little
attention to the special correspondents who represent one or
two newspapers only. The former think in terms of hundreds
of newspaper offices waiting for brief, terse bulletins and
flashes, anxious to cast their papers on the streets with the
first news, no matter whether in ten or in fifty words. The
rivalry which begins at the news source extends through the
editorial rooms and presses at home, those at the destination
often exulting in a beat of ten minutes over local opposition
papers.
Throughout the United Kingdom the telegraph station is
found at the local post-offices. It was so in Queenstown, where
the small post-office was called upon to telegraph more words
in a given time then at any period in Queenstown's history.
Survivors were sending their cables to anxious relatives at
home. Press messages enjoyed no precedence over this deluge
of emergency despatches.
I had been instructed by my chief in London to "send *em
brief and frequent." To my great relief I found that I had
funds to cover a considerable number of messages. But where
to write was the question. I had imprudently neglected to

